LESS NOISE. MORE POWER

SAY HELLO TO THE NEXT GENERATION

Jabra Storm - one of Jabras next-generation Bluetooth® headsets based on breakthrough microPOWER battery technology is a significantly smaller headset, delivers longer talk time and offers an even better comfort experience.

Less noise
Jabra Storm is the ideal headset for use on the go in noisy environments. Wind Noise Blackout™ shields your conversations outdoors and in windy conditions and Noise Blackout™ removes ambient noise to ensure crystal clear conversations.

More power
With Jabra Storm you don’t have to worry about running out of battery when on the go. The headset delivers an impressive 10 hours of talk time - more than enough power for staying connected throughout the day.

Exceptional all-day comfort
Jabra Storm uses microPOWER technology for a slimmer design and the weight is perfectly balanced on your ear. The headset fits discreetly behind your ear and you’ll hardly notice that you’re wearing it.

REASONS TO CHOOSE THE JABRA STORM

- Wind-Noise blackout
- 10 hours talk time
- Lightweight design & Ultimate comfort
1 CONNECTING

CONNECT TO MOBILE DEVICE
1. Turn the headset on (set the on/off switch to the on position).
2. Press and hold (3 secs) the answer/end button until the Bluetooth indicator flashes blue. Pairing mode will be announced in the headset.
3. Wear the headset and follow the voice-guided pairing instructions to pair to your Bluetooth device.

CONNECT TO MOBILE DEVICE (USING NFC)
1. Ensure that NFC is enabled on your mobile device.
2. Slowly slide the NFC zone of the headset against the NFC zone of the mobile device until a connection is confirmed.

2 WEARING

The headset can be worn on the left or right ear. Simple rotate the speaker and twist the eargel to fit your ear.

3 USING

USB charging port
Volume up
Volume down
Bluetooth indicator
On/off switch
Battery indicator
Answer/end button

DID YOU KNOW?
The Jabra Assist app can help you locate your headset using GPS tracking. Download the Jabra Assist App now for your Android™ or iOS device.

CHARGE THE HEADSET
Pull back the charging cover to expose the USB charging port. It takes approx. 2 hours to fully charge the battery.

FEATURES AND SPECIFICATIONS
- Wind Noise Blackout reduces wind noise from your calls in windy conditions
- Noise Blackout Dual microphone technology reduces background noise
- HD Voice* for high definition sound quality
- NFC** for easy pairing
- Voice control for taking or rejecting calls with your voice
- Up to 10 hours talk time for all day conversations

* Network dependent  **Device dependent
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